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Canadian Sales Tax and Interprovincial/International Trade
If you are running a business in Canada, it is important to know the rules around when and how to
charge sales tax on the goods and services you sell and how your suppliers will be charging you when
you purchase goods or services. In most cases, you can recover the sales tax you pay on supplies as tax
credit while you have to collect and remit sales tax on the things you sell. The rules vary from province
to province and by the type of product or service involved.
This white paper is a how-to guide for ADempiere ERP administrators on implementing the Canadian
sales tax rules so that the correct tax will be charged on invoices and correctly recorded in accounting.
Before making any decisions on taxation, please refer to the Canada Revenue Agency and your
provincial or territorial revenue agency to make sure you are acting in compliance with the regulations.

The Goal for ADempiere
Given the complex nature of the Canadian Tax requirements, the goal for the implementation of sales
tax in ADempiere is to make order and invoice creation painless. We need to simplify the application of
these rules in the day-to-day operations so sales and purchasing staff do not need to experts in these
requirements. We also want ADempiere to keep track of the accounting so that the tax liabilities are
clear, traceable and auditable and be able to provide the necessary reports.
In detail then, we want:


Goal: Make it
painless for the user!






orders and Invoices to use the correct tax at all times
without the user having to select or set the tax amount;
the tax collected and spent to be accounted for correctly
so the liabilities are clear;
tracking of input tax credits applied to the appropriate
sales amounts;
HST/GST reports to provide all the info necessary to
complete the HST/GST returns; and
Audit report to be available in case of an HST audit.

How mckayERP can Help
mckayERP can implement the recommendations in this paper for you, saving you hours of effort. If you
are a Canadian company and mckayERP is hosting your ADempiere service, these recommendations will
be applied to your account automatically. Please visit mckayERP.com and contact us to request support.
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Some info on Canadian Sales Tax
Types of Sales Tax
Canada has three types of tax applied to sales:




A Goods and Services Tax (GST) which is a pass-through tax;
A Provincial Sales Tax (PST) which is an expense; and
A Harmonized Sales Tax (HST) which combines the GST and PST into one pass-through tax.

The term pass-through tax means that tax you pay on inputs to the things you sell is recoverable and the
tax you collect on sales has to be remitted to the government. The effect of this is to pass the tax
burden on to the end user of the goods or services.
The rates of tax vary in each province and territory. The current amounts are shown in the table below.
Table 1 Provincial and territorial tax rates

Province/Territory
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland and Labrador
Northwest Territories
Nova Scotia
Nunavut
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Quebec
Saskatchewan
Yukon

Type
GST (%) PST (%) Total tax rate (%)
GST
5
0
5
GST + PST
5
7
12
GST + PST
5
7
12
HST
5
10
15
HST
5
10
15
GST
5
0
5
HST
5
10
15
GST
5
0
5
HST
5
8
13
HST
5
10
15
GST + PST
5
9.975
14.975
GST + PST
5
6
11
GST
5
0
5

There are also special rules that relate to various provincial governments, indigenous people and bands.
In most cases, you should charge the appropriate tax but there are special cases. While these rules are
not applied in this paper, the general principles can be used to extend this approach to cover sales to
and from these entities.

Charging Sales Tax
Generally, the sales tax of the province or territory where the
goods or services are supplied apply to any sale. In other
words, it’s the province or territory of where you supply the
good that defines the sales tax to apply.
For example, if your store in Vancouver, British Columbia,
delivers to a customer in Toronto, Ontario, you would charge
13% HST on the sale because the place of supply is Ontario.
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The place of supply
determines the sales
tax to use.

When you charge a sales tax, you are collecting the tax on behalf of the federal or provincial
governments and have to remit that tax back to the government. HST and GST are paid to the Federal
Government while PST, if collected has to be returned to the province.

Alberta, Nunavut, Northwest Territories, Yukon
In these provinces and territories you are required to collect GST.

Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia and Ontario
There provinces participate in the HST. You are required to collect HST in the amount applicable for that
province and include it in your GST/HST return.

British Columbia
You are required to register to collect PST for most sales in BC. The requirements are broad and cover
any of the following:





The sale of taxable goods, taxable software or telecommunication services to customers in BC
Acceptance of purchase orders for taxable goods, taxable software or telecommunication
services from customers located in BC
Delivery of taxable goods to a location in BC
Solicitation of persons in BC (through advertising or other means) for orders to purchase taxable
goods, taxable software or telecommunications services

See the BC Provincial Sales Tax (PST) Guide for more information. The PST charged in BC varies with the
type of product as well. The focus of the tax is on taxable goods, taxable software or telecommunication
services to customers in BC.

Manitoba
You are required to register to collect PST for most sales in Manitoba if all of following apply:





You solicit sales in Manitoba (via advertising or other means).
You accept orders originating in Manitoba.
The taxable goods are for consumption/use in Manitoba — not for resale.
You cause the taxable goods to be delivered to Manitoba, regardless of who pays for the
delivery.

See the Manitoba Taxation Division for more information.

Quebec
You are required to register to collect Quebec Sales Tax (QST). Certain suppliers are excluded based on
size, type of commercial activity or where the person or business resides outside of Quebec. Business
that are outside of Quebec but sell products into the province or buy products in the province for
delivery to customer in the province are also required to register. If you are located in Quebec, the QST
is treated as a pass-through tax and an Input Tax Refund on QST paid can be claimed.
See the Quebec business portal for more information.
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Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan request that you register for PST if selling good to customers in Saskatchewan. If you
don’t your customers will have to pay the PST for their out-of-province purchases.
See the Saskatchewan Provincial tax obligations for more information.

Foreign Customers
For foreign sales, no tax is required as long as the goods and
services are delivered and wholly used outside of Canada.
Foreign tourists in Canada are required to pay the sales tax.
In some cases, they may be eligible for a rebate.

The Tax on Goods and Services Varies

There is no tax on
sales to foreign
customers

The general sales tax applies to most goods and services.
Some goods and services, such as basic groceries, prescription drugs, most livestock and many
agricultural and fishery products, have a “zero-rated” tax applied. This means that GST/HST applies but
at the rate of 0%. This allows you to claim input tax credits on these sales.
Other supplies, such as most health, medical and dental services, child care, residential rentals, music
lessons and vocational training are GST/HST exempt. You can’t claim input tax credits on exempt sales.
For each province that charges a PST, various goods and services had different tax rates. Some are zerorated while other have more complex formulae applied.
There is also an International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA) that applies if you are transporting
interprovincial or international passengers or freight.

Setup
Step 1. Set up the Tax Categories
The Tax Categories link products to the taxes that will be applied. The Tax Categories should cover most
situations you will face. A good starting selection of Tax Categories in Canada would be:





Standard – standard sales tax rules for most products apply. The products are 100% eligible for
Input Tax Credits.
No Tax - no tax is applied to the sale of the product.
Exempt - the product or service is exempt from tax. The Government determines which
products and services are exempt.
Zero-Rated - the product of service is considered tax free. Again, the Government determines
where this applies. For provinces that charge PST, the PST may still apply.

If you want to be more specific, you can add categories linked to commodity codes.
To add the Tax Categories, open the Tax Category window in the Performance Analysis -> Accounting
Rules menu.
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Find the Standard tax category. It should be the default.
Create the other tax categories.

Step 2. Setup the Summary Tax Rates
Each tax category created above needs to have tax rates associated with them. There needs to be at
least one summary tax rate and at least one subordinate tax rate for each category. In practice there is
usually a number of summary and subordinate rates for each category. Tax rates also have “from” and
“to” locations which are used to select the correct rates to apply.
When a product is added to a document line, such as an invoice, the tax category of the product and the
location of the warehouse and business partner are used to select the appropriate tax rates. The system
will search through the list of tax rates for that category, looking for the first summary tax rate that
meets the “from” and “to” addresses of the warehouse and business partner. Which of the two
represents the “from” or “to” depends on whether the document is a sale or a purchase.
The summary tax rate is used to calculate an initial tax amount on the draft document. When the
document is prepared, the tax is calculated again using the subordinate taxes. For this reason, it helps
to ensure the summary rate and the total of the subordinate rates match. In Canada, with rates that
vary by province, creating one summary rate per province is a good approach.
Since all the taxes applied are for sales from somewhere in Canada to a point of supply in Canada, the
“from/to” Country used on the tax rates can be set to Canada. The “from” Region can be left blank and
the “to” Region can be set to the applicable province or territory.
To create tax rates, open the Tax Rate window found in the Performance Management -> Accounting
Rules menu.
First, find the tax rate with the Name “Standard”, deselect the Default field and deactivate it.
Then add new records for the summary taxes as follows:
For each entry use the following common settings. Leave other fields with their default values.
Table 2 Common field settings for summary taxes
Tax Category

Valid From

Doc Level

Sales Tax

Summary Level

SO/PO Type

Country

Country To

Region

Standard

01/01/1990

Yes

Yes

Yes

Both

Canada

Canada

<Blank>

Using the standard settings above, create 13 summary taxes, one for each province, as shown in Table 3.

Step 3. Create the Child Tax Rates
Create the child taxes for each province in the same way, splitting the GST + PST into two child taxes
where applicable. For these child taxes, the settings of each tax matches the parents in all but the
Summary Level which should be deselected. This will make the Parent Tax field visible and it should be
set to the correct parent. The Default field should also be deselected for all entries. The child taxes will
have the values as shown in
Table 4.
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Table 3 Summary tax rate settings
Name

Description

Default

Tax Indicator

Rate

Region To

AB

Alberta Sales Tax

No

GST

BC

British Columbia Sales Tax

No

GST + PST

12

British Columbia

MB

Manitoba Sales Tax

No

GST + PST

12

Manitoba

NB

New Brunswick Sales Tax

No

HST

15

New Brunswick

NL

Newfoundland & Labrador Sales Tax

No

HST

15

Newfoundland and Labrador

NS

Nova Scotia Sales Tax

No

HST

15

Nova Scotia

NWT

Northwest Territories Sales Tax

No

GST

5

Northwest Territories

NV

Nunavut Sales Tax

No

GST

5

Nunavut

ON

Ontario Sales Tax

Yes

HST

13

Ontario

PEI

Prince Edward Island Sales Tax

No

HST

15

Prince Edward Island

QC

Québec Sales Tax

No

GST + PST

14.975

SK

Saskatchewan Sales Tax

No

GST + PST

11

YK

Yukon Sales Tax

No

GST

5

5

Alberta

Québec
Saskatchewan
Yukon

Table 4 Child Tax Rate settings
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Name

Description

Summary Level

Parent Tax

Tax Indicator

Rate

AB_GST

Alberta Sales Tax

No

AB

GST

5

BC_GST

British Columbia Sales Tax

No

BC

GST

5

BC_PST

British Columbia Sales Tax

No

BC

PST

7

MB_GST

Manitoba Sales Tax

No

MB

GST

5

MB_PST

Manitoba Sales Tax

No

MB

PST

7

NB_HST

New Brunswick Sales Tax

No

NB

HST

15

NL_HST

Newfoundland & Labrador Sales Tax

No

NL

HST

15

NS_HST

Nova Scotia Sales Tax

No

NS

HST

15

NV_GST

Nunavut Sales Tax

No

NV

GST

5

NWT_GST

Northwest Territories Sales Tax

No

NWT

GST

5

ON_HST

Ontario Sales Tax

No

ON

HST

13

PEI_HST

Prince Edward Island Sales Tax

No

PEI

HST

15

QC_GST

Québec Sales Tax

No

QC

GST

5

QC_QST

Québec Sales Tax

No

QC

QST

9.975

SK_GST

Saskatchewan Sales Tax

No

SK

GST

5

SK_PST

Saskatchewan Sales Tax

No

SK

PST

6

YK_GST

Yukon Sales Tax

No

YK

GST
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Step 4. Add the Account Elements
To track the accounting, we will need a few account elements specific to the type of tax. Each tax rate
will have five accounts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tax Due: Tax amounts you are liable to pay. This is used by sales invoices that collect sales tax.
Tax Liability: The account to track tax liability declarations (filings)
Tax Credit: The account used to track taxes that can be reclaimed
Tax Receivables: The account used to track taxes that will be refunded after declaration (filing)
Tax Expense: For recording taxes paid that are expensed and cannot be reclaimed. This is used
by vendor invoices.

We can setup the accounts according to the government responsible, so all GST/HST tax rates would
have one set of accounts related to the federal government and each PST/QST account would have
accounts related to the provincial government. We will use a single account to record the tax expense
for all tax rates.

Figure 1 Accounts for tracking tax receivables

On the receivable side, there are only two accounts as shown in Figure 1 above. One holds the GST/HST
Input Tax Credits and the other the tax receivable from the federal government as a result of a tax
declaration or HST filing. If your company had an office in Quebec, you would also need an account for
the QST Input Tax Refund amounts.
Liability accounts are shown in Figure 2 below. There are ten in total, five relating to the tax collected
on behalf of the federal government and the four provinces and another five where the amount
declared but not yet paid is shown.

Figure 2 Accounts for tracking tax liability
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There is a single expense account as shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3 Account for the tax expense

Step 5. Apply the account elements to the Tax Rates
For each child tax rate create above, we need to setup the accounting by applying the correct accounts.
This is done on the Accounting Tab of the Tax Rate window. Apply the accounts as shown in Table 5 Tax
Rate Accounting for the subordinate tax rates below.
For GST/HST tax rates, the accounts will be the same for all provinces. As GST/HST has no tax expense,
the Tax Expense account is set to the same account as the Tax Credit 12610-GST/HST Input Tax Credit.
For PST accounts, the Tax Expense account is set to the 74100 – Tax expense account.

Step 6. Create or Assign the Tax Category to the relevant product.
For every product that falls in the “standard” category set the Tax Category field on the Product tab of
the Product window to “Standard”.

Step 7. Verify Addresses.
As the form/to matching of tax rates is based on receiving address of the warehouses and business
partners, verify that every warehouse has the correct address specified and that each business partner
has a Ship To address. The addresses need to have the country and province if in Canada.
With that, the setup is complete for the Standard tax category.
Table 5 Tax Rate Accounting for the subordinate tax rates
Name
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Tax Due

Tax Liability

Tax Credit

Tax Receivable

Tax Expense

AB_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

BC_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

BC_PST

*-21611-_-_

*-21621-_-_

*-74100-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-74100-_-_

MB_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

MB_PST

*-21612-_-_

*-21622-_-_

*-74100-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-74100-_-_

NB_HST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

NL_HST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

NS_HST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

NV_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

NWT_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

ON_HST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

PEI_HST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

QC_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

QC_QST

*-21613-_-_

*-21623-_-_

*-74100-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-74100-_-_

SK_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

SK_PST

*-21614-_-_

*-21624-_-_

*-74100-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-74100-_-_

YK_GST

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

Accounting Results
For demonstration of the Standard tax approach, we have a simple product called a “Taxable Good”
which we can buy at $50 and sell at $100 across the country.

Purchasing
Using a warehouse in Ontario, if we purchase Qty 10 of the Taxable Good product from a BC vendor, the
vendor invoice shows the tax as ON_HST and has the following accounting facts:
Table 6 Accounting facts of an Ontario purchase from BC
Organization

Account

Accounted
Debit

Accounted
Credit

Product

ON Office

12610 – GST/HST Input Tax Credit

65.00

ON Office

51290 - Product Inventory Clearing

500.00

0.00

ON Office

21100 - Accounts Payable Trade

0.00

565.00

565.00

565.00

0.00

Business
Partner
BC Vendor

TG - Taxable Good

BC Vendor
BC Vendor

Note that the HST charged by the vendor appears as an Input Tax Credit for us and can be reclaimed.
If we switch to another office/warehouse located in BC and purchase the same product from a vendor
located in Quebec, the invoice shows both BC_HST and BC_PST taxes. The accounting facts are shown in
Table 7.
Table 7 Accounting facts of a BC purchase from Quebec
Organization

Account

Accounted
Debit

Accounted
Credit

Product

BC Office

12610 – GST/HST Input Tax Credit

25.00

0.00

QC Vendor

BC Office

74100 - Tax expense

35.00

0.00

QC Vendor

BC Office

51290 - Product Inventory Clearing

500.00

0.00

BC Office

21100 - Accounts Payable Trade

0.00

560.00

560.00

560.00

TG - Taxable Good

Business
Partner

QC Vendor
QC Vendor

In this case, only the 5% GST portion is reclaimable as an Input Tax Credit. The BC provincial sales tax is
expensed.

Sales
If we then sell Qty 1 of the Taxable Good product to a Quebec customer from the Ontario warehouse,
the sales invoice will use the Quebec tax rates and have the accounting facts shown in Table 8. Here the
GST portion shows as tax due to the federal government and the provincial sales tax amount shows as a
tax due to the Quebec Government, as it should.
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Table 8 Accounting facts of an Ontario sale to a Quebec customer
Organization

Account

Accounted
Debit

Accounted
Credit

Product

ON Office

21613 - Tax due to QC Gov

0.00

9.98

QC Customer

ON Office

21610 - Tax due to Federal Gov

0.00

5.00

QC Customer

ON Office

41000 - Trade Revenue

0.00

100.00

ON Office

12110 - Accounts Receivable - Trade

114.98

0.00

114.98

114.98

TG - Taxable Good

Business
Partner

QC Customer
QC Customer

Dealing with Input Tax Credits
In most cases, products and services you purchase are fully consumed in your business activities and the
GST/HST tax paid at the time of purchase can be fully claimed as an Input Tax Credit on your GST/HST
filing.
For products that you purchase that aren’t fully consumed in your business activities or that are inputs
in to GST/HST exempt products, you can only claim a portion of the GST/HST paid equivalent to the
amount of the product that is consumed for your business. This may happen, for example, if you are
using your home as a business and have to pay for utilities or, purchasing fuel for a vehicle that is only
partially used for business. It also applies if the product you purchase is partially used to produce
another product that is exempt from GST/HST.
For these products, you can set up tax rates that will deal with this complexity for you IF you can identify
the percentage of the product that will be consumed by your business for non-exempt sales. If you can’t
easily identify the percentage, you may need to apply another strategy at the time of filing your
GST/HST return.
Lets start by assuming we have a dual-use product that is shared 20% with the business activities and
80% with some other purpose. In this case, only 20% of the GST/HST collected can be claimed as an
input tax credit. The rest is an expense.
Dealing with this will require a special tax category and a set of tax rates. To simplify the example, we
will assume we purchase this product in Ontario and won’t be selling it so we only have to create one
set of tax rates for it.
Start by creating a tax category with the Name “Shared 20% ITC”.
Then create a summary tax rate for that category which will be similar to the ON tax rate created above
and two child tax rates. The summary and child tax rates can all have the SO/PO Type set to “Purchase
Tax”.
For the summary tax rate, use
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Table 9 Summary tax rate for a shared-use product.
Name

Description

ON_20%

Ontario Sales Tax, 20% shared use

Default

Tax Indicator

Yes

ON 20% ITC

Rate

Region To
13

Ontario

And for the subordinate rates use one to record the ITC at 20% of the 13% or 2.6% of the sale price. The
remainder will be treated as an expense.
Table 10 Tax rates for a shared-use product
Name

Description

Summary Level

Parent Tax

Tax Indicator

Rate

ON_20%_HST

Ontario Sales Tax 20%

No

ON_20%

ON_HST_20%

2.6

ON_20%_EX

Ontario Sales Tax Expense

No

ON_20%

ON_HST_EX

10.4

The accounts to use on the subordinate rates are
Table 11 Child tax accounts for a shared-use product
Name

Tax Due

Tax Liability

Tax Credit

Tax Receivable

Tax Expense

ON_HST_20%

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-12610-_-_

ON_HST_EX

*-21610-_-_

*-21620-_-_

*-74100-_-_

*-12620-_-_

*-74100-_-_

The resulting accounting facts on a purchase in Ontario of a shared-use product using this tax category is
Table 12 Accounting facts of a purchase of a shared-use product from a Quebec Vendor
Organization

Account

ON Office

12610 - GST/HST Input Tax Credits

ON Office

74100 - Tax expense

ON Office

51290 - Product Inventory Clearing

ON Office

21100 - Accounts Payable Trade

Accounted
Debit

Accounted
Credit

Product

Business
Partner

2.60

0.00

QC Vendor

10.40

0.00

QC Vendor

100.00

0.00

0.00

113.00

113.00

113.00

SU - Shared Use Product

QC Vendor
QC Vendor

International Trade
When buying or selling internationally, generally there is no tax involved in the purchase or sale. Taxes
may be applied as part of the duties and landed costs for imports but after the fact for the invoice.
To handle these international trade transactions, we can add tax rates to the applicable tax categories
with the tax rate set to 0% or the SO Tax Exempt checkbox selected. Both a summary tax and child tax
is required. For sales, we set the Country from to “Canada” and the Country To to the “United States”
or whatever foreign country we are selling to. It is best to be specific and not leave the Country To field
blank.
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For purchasing, the countries are reversed. In both cases, you can leave the Region fields blank.
With these tax rates in place, then sales made to the other country will appear with zero tax applied.

User Experience
With the proper setup, the effort to figure out the correct tax treatment to use in interprovincial sales is
take care of. The user has only to create the invoice header and add products to the lines. The correct
tax are applied automatically. It is painless.
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